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Increase Your Productivity with S.J. Scott's Best-Selling Book Bundle! Readers who like Getting

Things Done and other time management books will love the Productive Habits Book Bundle!If you

regularly feel overwhelmed, disorganized, sleep-deprived, or simply unfocused, then this ebook

package has the productivity hacks you need to turn everything around. Get FIVE of S.J. Scott's

productivity books for up to 66% off the cover price. With this bundle, you'll receive: 23

Anti-Procrastination HabitsTo-Do List MakeoverWake Up SuccessfulS.M.A.R.T. Goals Made

SimpleDeclutter Your InboxIn 23 Anti-Procrastination Habits: How to Stop Being Lazy and

Overcome Your Procrastination, you'll learn everything you need to know to stop putting off

important tasks and start becoming more productive on a daily basis. In To-Do List Makeover: A

Simple Guide to Getting the Important Things Done, you'll discover how to use different to-do lists

for different types of projects. The result: to-do lists that actually work! With Wake Up Successful:

How to Increase Your Energy and Achieve Any Goal with a Morning Routine, you'll learn how to

harness your energy to focus on one breakthrough goal that will transform your life. Declutter Your

Inbox: 9 Proven Steps to Eliminate Email Overload will take your thousands of unread messages to

Inbox Zero in a surprisingly short amount of time. These 9 proven steps will clear the email clutter

no matter how many daily emails you receive. In S.M.A.R.T. Goals Made Simple: 10 Steps to

Master Your Personal and Career Goals, you'll finally get the plan you need to turn any ambition

into an actionable plan you can achieve. Soon enough, you'll have daily routines that bring you even

closer to your ultimate dreams! S.J. Scott's Productive Habits Book Bundle provides you with the

bite-size changes you need to keep overwhelm down and productivity up. Enough with the theory

and fluff. Ditch your chronic procrastination and read five books with powerful advice you can apply

right away. Buy all five books today at up to 66% off the cover price!
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Let me start by saying the content in the books is great. There are simple, actionable steps included

in each chapter. If you take those steps, you will see progress. Now I think I have read everything

S.J. (still want to call him Steve) has written.The reason I took a star away is not the content, but the

way it is put together. I bought this bundle even though it included three books I had already read.

With no table of contents, I have to flip through those books to get to where I want to be. I have to

wade through roughly 60% of the content to get to the 40% I bought the bundle for.A simple, linked

table of contents would have fixed that.

This is a life-changing bundle of books! I've read all five of these books as they've come out, and

I've gained more from them than any other books on productivity out there.S.J. Scott doesn't just

offer dozens of useful habits in each of these books to help you gain mastery over the key aspects

of your productive and creative life. These habits fit together in a system that you can vary

according to your needs and workflow to maximize the benefits. Read these books and reinvent

your morning routine, your todo list, and your inbox. Sharpen your goals to a point, and attain them

quickly and easily. I cannot stress enough how useful these books can be.Of course, the key to

making the most of the author's suggestions is actually doing what he suggests. And even in this,

he provides valuable insight into how to do so. Each book offers suggestions about how to stack

smaller habits into larger ones in a way that circumvents the resistance one would otherwise face

when trying to reinvent their schedule. Don't reinvent. Iterate. His suggestions for habit stacking

aren't only useful for implementing these changes to your routine, but all changes. Learn it here,

and apply it everywhere.This set is a great buy. You will not be disappointed.



Life is busy and keeping up can create habits that burden even the best intentions we set. This set

of books give advice and encouragement for setting habits that are productive and take little effort to

initiate and provide big results! Some of the tools suggested have already changed my life for the

better, and my inbox too.

As a chronic procrastinator I have always had trouble getting through a book (let alone implement)

all that is going to help me overcome this issue. This bundle of books by S.J. Scott is the first time I

have not only read but implemented many of the suggestions. He keeps things short and precise.

So much of it is common sense and when laid out for you as it is in these books it becomes much

easier to digest. Bite size changes over a period of time keeps the overwhelm down and productivity

up.

Steve's books are always fun and informative. The concepts are simple but the tips for applying

them are helpful and impactful. I'd recommend working through several of his books. There are

easy reads and can really get your ideas flowing.

I hve purchased and read most og S.J's books and implemented some of what I have read.It most

definetly has helped me with my productivity.Reading the books is easy as the writer puts in a way

that in my opinion is extremely easy to read but more than that it is even more easy to implement.

I am pleased with these books. I truly believe that if someone is wanting to make improvements to

there lives these books can get them headed in the right direction. I would like too thank S.J Scott

for his hard work and dedication to his writing .

I have read many books claiming to teach about instilling habits in your life....and well....this bundle

by far takes the cake. Mr. Scott has most of his books accessible on kindle unlimited. I suggest

reading all titles and choosing one to read. I have been able to start new habits making my life more

productive and ultimately more pleasurable. Mr. Scott will help you realize a life without habits is a

wasted life....then he doesn't leave you hanging. He helps you incorporate what you learned into

easy steps to help you make the most out of your time!!!!!
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